
 

 

Carrier Integration Plugin  
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The Carrier Integration plugin saves you having to manually enter Shipping Addresses, 
Contacts and Emails into Carrier or POD software which is time consuming and can cause 
errors. You are probably at the point where the volume of sales orders requires a productivity 
improvement.  

The workflow above tries to show how you could work with the Carrier Integration plugin, 
using CCL or Shiptheory with business rules, Carriers, Own Transport or some combination. 
We describe some typical scenarios below:  
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Scenario 1 – Own Transport only 

You do Own Transport maybe local Deliveries. The carrier plugin displays a list of sales orders 
which you can select and create Box Labels, Delivery Summary sheets etc. You can filter 
orders by status, due date, shipping method, Route etc. As you select orders you can see the 
weight value in total which is useful when dealing with van weight limits.  

You may want to go a step on from this and produce a file for the selected orders that can be 
used in POD software like TrackPOD or MaxOptra etc. In this software you can do route 
planning (the route the driver should take), print labels, organise deliveries by van and send 
the route/orders to drivers PDA devices. They then do the deliveries in that order and get 
signatures on delivery for POD.    

 

Scenario 2 – Carriers only 

You use Carriers to delivery your goods. Maybe you use Royal Mail below 2Kg and above a 
carrier like DPD, APC etc. In this scenario you would filter orders at a status and probably a 
shipping method or Carrier.  

You could have a list of orders for example for Royal Mail or APC, select them and create a 
file. You would then go into your carrier software, open the file and book deliveries, print 
labels, and if your carrier software allows send the customer an email/sms with the tracking 
code. Some Carrier programs have a Watch folder waiting for files so they auto print labels.  

The above is saving you having to enter the delivery addresses, contact, email, etc. into the 
carrier software saving time and errors.  

Scenario 3 – Shiptheory only 
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Shiptheory are a specialist company that interfaces with many carriers so all you have to do 
is interface with Shiptheory. In Interprise we would probably just have 1 carrier called for 
Shiptheory to group the shipping methods. The carrier plugin may be set to run automatically 
so it sends Shiptheory all the sales order information using their API.  

Shiptheory allows you to deal with multiple carriers based on business rules like weights, next 
day, order value, volume, areas covered etc. the more orders you have the more it pays off 
to put business rules in place that automatically select carriers. So the picker just gets the 
label for Royal Mail or DPD etc. printed off.    

Your pick note would be changed to have a bar code in the top right corner. When the picker 
comes to the Shiptheory workstation and scans the bar code the label will automatically get 
printed for the box.  

It books the delivery, prints the label and emails the tracking code to the customer all in one 
go. We also bring the tracking information back into the order automatically.  

The above is a very efficient way of working. We also integrate with CCL, Metapack and 
Shipmate which are similar to Shiptheory. CCL have a flow diagram that explains how it can 
work.  
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Scenario 4 – Combination of Own Transport and Carriers 

In this scenario you would probably deliver locally and use carriers for outside the area. Own 
Transport would be viewed like a Carrier in the form. When setting up a Carrier for Own 
Transport and one for the Carriers you use you could limit the postcodes for Own Transport 
to the local area and vice versa for Carriers. So when you do a sales order for a local delivery 
address the only delivery options are for Own Transport. When the delivery address is out of 
the area the only delivery options are for carriers.  

In the carrier plugin you would filter based on order status but also the Carriers/shipping 
methods and operate similar to described above for each specifically.   

Scenario 5 – Combination of Own Transport and Shiptheory  

You could have 2 carriers setup in Interprise one for Shiptheory and the other Own Transport.  

You could put the Shiptheory orders on automatic so they get sent to Shiptheory 
automatically. The own Transport would be processed like you would if just doing them as 
above.  

Scenario 6 – 3rd Party Warehouse 

We have an option for 3rd Party Warehouse like a Carrier but instead it would send an email 
to the warehouse with PDF delivery notes for the orders selected and a CSV Excel file of the 
order detail so the 3rd party could use it to pick the goods.  

 

Carrier Integration Plugin Menu Options: 

 
Customer - Other - Carrier Integration 

This opens the form that allows you to see the orders and export them manually.  

 

Customer - Other - Carrier Auto Mode 

This opens a form that shows the status of automatic exports and executes automatic tasks 
etc.  

 
Setup – Carrier Integration Setup 

This is where you decide what options you are going to use.  

 

More details below: 
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Customer - Other - Carrier Integration 

The above is a list of sales orders. You can reduce the number of columns in setup if some 

are not relevant to you.  

You may plan deliveries by Shipping Date, Overall Due Date, Allocation, OK to Ship or Assign 

a Route Name (Delivery) to orders. You can group and filter records, update selected 

records with a route name.  

The “Send To / Create file” pull down allows you to send to Shiptheory, Metapack, CCL, 

using their APIs and / or create a file for Shipmate, XML, CSV, APC, UK Mail, Royal Mail, 

TNT, XPD, MaxOptra, TrackPOD and UPS Worldship file(s) instead if you have not set to run 

on Automatic mode.  

 

There are filters on the right to filter the list by Order Status, Shipping method, Route Code, 

Route Name, Shipping/Overall Due date, Warehouse, Customer to make it easier to deal 

with.  

There are buttons on the toolbar for printing labels, summary lists for selected orders. You 

can assign a route name to selected orders.  

The total weight can be changed. Totals for weight are at the bottom for selected orders.  

You may confirm pick the orders and then come into the Carrier integration plugin. You 

would more than likely then default filter by Order Status like “Ready to Post”. So you just 

see orders that have been confirm picked. You may of course do this at any stage of the 

order. You can save these settings on the filter.  
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Setup – Carrier Integration Setup 

In the Carrier integration plugin setup we have options for the Carriers and file layouts we 

have done. A lot of carrier software allows you to dictate the file layout so you could use any 

of them in reality. The Export location is the location we want to save the files we create.  

 

 

The File Type is either Dynamic “#SOs+SentTo/CreateFileName+User+Date+Time” so 

different every time or a Fixed Name that overwrites the file name every time or adds to the 

existing file up to 500 lines like “ExportFileRoyalMail”. So in your carrier software you are 

referencing the same filename.  

Auto run Interval if the list is set to auto, is the time interval between checking for new 

orders. If set to 0 then it will not auto create files. If it has a number like 2 it will refresh 

every 2 minutes auto creating files and getting tracking files. The list has to be set to auto 

mode to do this.  
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We use Shiptheories, CCLs and Metapacks API so we have a specific setup tab for each of 

them :  
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The “other settings” tab allows us to pick the layouts we want to use when we click the print 

buttons in the list. So its quicker it just prints rather than asks for a layout.  

The optional columns allows us to show or hide columns.  

 

More Setup Information 

   

In System Manager – Shipping Areas - You can create Carriers and the areas they serve.  

If you wanted to do local deliveries and use carriers for outside the local delivery area you 

could remove local postcodes as an option on all carriers. So the only shipping methods 

presented would be Own Transport for a local ship to customer. Carriers usually split up 

areas as they offer and price different services based on these. You don’t have to use 

Carrier type shipping methods you could just use a few shipping methods to keep it simple.  

 


